CIA Factbook for Oceana

Geography:
- Climate: tropical, wet, hot.
- Borders: continental state in one block, with 4 neighbors (with 2 of them, part
of a Schengen-like space), 1 oceanic side to the east
- Natural resources: tropical wood, gold, sugar, coffee, iron, nickel, uranium;
huge amazonian forest
- Other: country is in a strategic location for both commercial and military
interests.
People and Society:
- Population: 200 millions
- Urbanization: 95% into a city
- Major Urban Centers:
o Ocea (capital; administrative and economic center; international airport)
o Graceia (industrial manufacturing area, major port city; regional airport)
o Borceia (industrial manufacturing; agricultural hub; regional airport)

Government:
- Type: federal republic
- Legal system: civil law; review of administrative but not legislative acts
- Political leadership: liberal party- (PDO- Party for a Democratic Oceana)
- Opposition: communist party- (OCP- Oceanic Communist Party) nationalist
party-(MCN- Movement for Conservative Nationalism)
- International organizations: permanent member of the UNSC, member of the
(EU-like union between Oceana, Widjhai and Bailloc) Tropical Union, member
of the Non Proliferation Treaty, member of the military organization GATO
- Other: The current administration came to power in the most recent election
by a very slim majority. They took over the government from the OCP, which
had been in power since the revolutions of the 1950’s. The OCP cooperates
with the current government, but is also looking for opportunities to reclaim
power. The MCN has become increasingly popular, particularly in rural
agricultural and poor urban areas because of high unemployment.
Economy:
- GDP per capita: $16 000
- Agriculture: coffee, cocoa, rice, citrus, beef, sugar cane, cocaine
- Industry: textile, shoes, pharmaceutical, steel, cellphones/laptops, automobile,
weapon
- % Population below poverty line: 21%
- Exports: coffee, automobile, soy beans, cellphones & laptops, medicines,
weapons
- Imports: oil, electronics, chemical products, electrical equipment
- Other: Oceana is a net exporter of manufactured goods. Despite the
development of alternative energy sources, Oceana remains dependent on oil
imports for maintaining the industrial sector. International trading partners
have become more cautious after the recent power shift in government. The

economic crisis has taken its toll. These two factors have contributed to the
high unemployment rates and a slowdown in foreign investment.
- The Goldman and Roswell International (GRI) group has historically been one
ofhte most important economic partners, promoting industrial and
technological development, investing in educational projects and developing
the manufacturing sector. Not only is this corporation significantly involved in
the country’s economy, but their involvement encourages other international
investment.
Energy:
- Sources of energy and their reliability: solar, wind, hydroelectricity, nuclear
Communications:
- Communications infrastructure: cellphones, internet but there are Amazonian
zones where there is no infrastructures
- Broadcast media: Radiobras (radio and TV media) controlled by the
government
- Other : half of the population has a good Internet connection
- The recent change in government reduced a lot of the restrictions previously
placed on journalists. The Radiobras media is still technically controlled by the
government, but they are including more alternative and critical voices. The
spread of internet has been hard to control and has led to increased exposure
to foreign media and citizen journalism.
Transportation:
- Transportation infrastructure: airports, railways, metro, ports, roadways
- 12 major regional airports, plus the international airport in the capital Ocea.
- Railways and roadways connect major population centers. Rural areas are less
well-served by mass transportation.
Military:
- Manpower: 1.5 million professionals (80 million people available thanks to the
military service)
- Supplies: nuclear weapon, air force, navy force, land force, air naval force

Transnational issues:
- International disputes:
o Oscearta: Oceana has had a long-standing dispute with Oscearta dating
back to colonial era. Although quite similar linguistically and culturally,
at the time of independence, there was conflict over which country would
be given control over the important economic hub city of Graceia.
Although the majority of the population considered themselves
Osceartan, the city was granted to Oceana. The later economic decline of
Oscearta has increased tensions over the years leading to a small
stockpile of nuclear weapons. Occasional border skirmishes threaten the
current ceasefire.
o Bikteim: The recent Oceanic elections that toppled the communist
party’s 60 year hold on the country did not resonate in Bikteim, which
remains controlled by the communist party. The population supports the
Bikteim government. Bikteim is in the process of adjusting to their
neighbor’s new regime.
- Tropical Union
o Bailloc: Bailloc is a member of the TU. Because of its world-famous
beaches, Bailloc has become an international tourist destination.
o Widjhai: Widjhai is a landlocked country in the middle of the continent,
and is strongly dependent on its neighbors. Rich in minerals and mining
industry, the country has few other resources. Major supplier of raw
materials for Oceanic manufacturing.

